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Use of volatile vs lock when working with multiple threads? I was reading a
book on concurrency and came across the following code snippet. // snip public

class DivOp implements Runnable{ private volatile double result; private
volatile double res; private volatile int num1, num2; private Thread t1, t2, t3,

t4; private final int NTHREADS = 4; // snip // snip // execute public double
getResult() { if (result == res) return res; int temp = (int)(res * NTHREADS);
num1 = (int)(temp / num2); temp = (temp - num1 * num2) % num2; num2 =

temp / NTHREADS; double result = (result + res) / 2; res = result; result =
result * NTHREADS; temp = (int)(result * NTHREADS); num1 = (int)(temp /

num2); temp = (temp - num1 * num2) % num2; num2 = temp / NTHREADS;
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